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ABSTRACT
State of the art video compression algorithms use motion
compensation. Using such method gives better results by increasing the temporal correlation between pixels from consecutive frames. Most of the effort in increasing the performance of existing algorithms concentrates on the improvement of motion vector uses and residual coding.
In this paper we propose a motion vectors computation and
coding scheme for video compression which combines constrained block matching and scalable coding based on a threestep search-like decomposition.
1. INTRODUCTION
Video coding is an important challenge in multimedia applications, and promising algorithms have been published over
the past years. Ermegent standards, such as MPEG4 [1]
or H26L [2], use advanced motion compensation to match
pixels between frames. The advantages of matching pixels
between frames are numerous, but the most usefull one is
probably the ability to track camera and objects motion, resulting in an increase of the decorrelation transform performances. However, these algorithms use a Discret Cosinus
Transform (DCT), and then introduce block artifacts in the
decoded video, especially at low bitrates.
To achieve better compression than DCT based algorithms, 3D Wavelet coding has been introduced [3–11] as
the new temporal and spatial transform. It provides encouraging results compared to MPEG by increasing the decorellation performance in both temporal and spatial dimension,

and by removing block artifacts resulting from the use of a
DCT transform. Another advantage of the Discret Wavelet
Transform (DWT) in comparison with the DCT is its scalability properties. However, the main drawback of the 3D
DWT is that it does not take motion compensation into account, and therefore cannot take advantage of it. To bypass
this problem, lifting implementation of the 3D DWT has
been developed [5, 9, 11–16]. Lifting can be viewed as an
efficient DWT implementation that allows usage of motion
compensation methods, and can be optimized to lower the
memory requirements [17], while preserving the scalability
properties of the DWT.
Generally, existing state of the art methods don’t consider scalability in the motion vectors computation and coding steps, usefull for transmission on a variable bitrate environment. They simply transmit the vectors using prediction
and entropy coding. Moreover, for each new frames to be
coded, these methods need two motion vector estimations,
one for the forward direction and the other for the backward
direction. Since they need to be fully transmitted in complement to the residual information, their size can occupy more
than 30% of the global rate. To take these two problems
into account, we propose a vector computation and coding scheme that generates a scalable bitstream which can
be progressively decoded by gradually adding vectors and
residual information.
This paper first describes the Motion Compensated Lifting (MCLift) schema used in our method. We then present
the computation and coding algorithms for the motion vectors we used in MCLift. We then propose a bitstream struc-

this movement, we end up to appling this transform to a signal characterized by many sudden changes. This means that
we will obtain a high frequency band with significant energy, and a low frequency band with many artifacts as result
2. MOTION COMPENSATED TEMPORAL
of
temporal low-pass filtering on moving objects. Then, we
TRANSFORM
have a low coding gain and, moreover, temporal scalability
is compromised, as the visual quality of the low temporal
The proposed video coder is based on a motion compensubband could be not satisfactory. In order to overcome
sated 3D wavelet transform. We assume that temporal transthese problems, motion compensation is introduced in the
form is separable, i.e. that it can be performed indepentemporal analysis stage, as described in [15] and [19].
dently from spatial transform. The temporal transform genThe basic idea is to carry out the temporal transform
erates many temporal subbands, according to the decompoalong
motion direction. To better explain this concept, let
sition tree, and each of them is composed of several frames,
us
start
with the simple case of constant uniform motion
on which the 2D spatial transform will be carried out.
(this happens e.g. with a camera panning on a static scene).
Let 546+47  be the global motion vector. This means that
2.1. The (2,2) lifting scheme
an object (or, rather, a pixel) that is in position &  in
the frame  will be in position  8.:9;47<.=9>46  1 in
In this section, we will not consider the problem of motion
the frame ?.@9 . Then, if we want to perform the wavelet
compensation, focusing instead on the application of lifting
transform along motion direction – or, in other words, if we
scheme in video coding. More precisely, here we review
want to perform motion compensated wavelet transform –
how to use lifting scheme in order to perform wavelet transwe have to “follow the pixel” in its motion from a frame
form along temporal dimension.
to
another. This is possible as we know its position in each
The lifting scheme is an efficient implementation of wavelet
frame.
So in the equations 1 we must replace all the next and
transform. As shown in [18], a wavelet filter bank (both
previous
frames’ pixels with those at the correct locations:
for analysis and synthesis) can be implemented by a lifting
B
A
scheme.
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even samples (i.e. samples from odd and even frames in the
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case of temporal analysis of video), on which linear opera(2)
tors are recursively applied. Let us see, for example, how
Now it is not difficult to generalize these formulas to
the biorthogonal 5/3 filter can be implemented by lifting.
generic motion. At this purpose, we use backward and forLet  be the frame number  ,  (resp.   ) the   high
ward estimated Motion Vector Fields (MVFs). We define
M6N
N
(resp. low) subband obtained after a wavelet transformation.
  (respectively O
  ) as the (estimated) poConsidering the biorthogonal 5/3 wavelet kernel applied on
sition that the pixel    in the frame  occupies in the
the temporal axis, we can write this filter into the following
frame QP (respectively $.RP ). Then in the case of conlifting scheme:
stant uniform motion we have:

ture that allows progressive decoding and visualization. We
finally present our experimental results.
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The filter is then implemented by adding to the current
frame samples the output of two linear operators (both of
length two) which in turn depends on previous and next
frames samples. A lifting scheme is often named after the
length of these operators, so the 5/3 filter is also referred to
as (2,2) lifting scheme. This lifting scheme is often used for
temporal analysis as for example in [13, 15, 19].
2.2. Motion Compensation in (2,2) lifting scheme
In a typical video sequence, there is movement due to both
camera panning and zooming, and objects’ displacement
and deformation. Then, if we perform wavelet transform
along the temporal dimension without taking into account
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In the general case, we can then modify equation 1 as
follows:
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The resulting motion compensated (2,2) lifting scheme,
for a one-level decomposition, is represented in Fig.1.
If motion estimation is accurate, motion compensated
wavelet transform will generate a high frequency band with
1 We

are neglecting what happens near frame’s boundaries.

low energy, as it take into account only objects’ luminance
and/or color variation and not their movement or deformation, and a low frequency band in which objects’ position is
precise and their shape is clear. So, thanks to motion compensation, we are able to preserve both high coding gain and
scalability.
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Fig. 1. Illustration of (2,2) Motion Compensated Lifting
Scheme
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Motion vectors estimation is an important step in a video
coding algorithm, as it conditions the performance of the
temporal decorrelation, and then the quality of the compression.
3.1. Exhaustive search
We consider block-based motion estimation techniques, so
we introduce here some notation for block handling. Let
MUTWV(X
be a block of size 2 Y@Z%Y in the frame  , centred

on pixel [@\ ],&^]_ . We consider even values for Y . Set
`ba
MFTWVlX
c Rd(eYfg #h#hih+YfgjPk  , 
  = ]2.m^]n.
`qa
c .
 no?& bp
To compute our motion vectors, we first need a good
M
M
metric between blocks, r" ^ ^ . The usual Mean Square
Error (MSE) criterion provides good results as long as the
mean intensity in both frames is the same. But in real video
shots, intensity may vary between two consecutive frames,
and therefore MSE criterion can produce inaccurate motion
estimations. To overcome this problem, we use the Zeromean Normalized Sum of Squared Differences (ZNSSD)
criterion, which is robust to affine intensity transformations
while remaining easy to compute. For two given blocks
2 Square blocks are not necessary. They are used here just for sake of
simplicity.
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where
d(Hrih#h#h#&rkZd(Hrih#hih&rk is the allowed
search window for block matching.
This exhaustive search provides a   vector which guarantees the best performances for the subsequent temporal
N
analysis. The estimated O
 is:
N
O
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where overlining stands for the mean value of a block.
MUTsVlX
For a given block  in frame  , we look for the best
MUTWV 2 X
corresponding block 
in frame .P with a maximal
allowed distance of r , by minimizing the ZNSSD criterion:
$

BW

the ZNSSD formula is given by:
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non-overlapped
and @Y . For  Y , we have the usual
` 
block-matching criterion, while if we set V [ we compute a different motion vector for each pixel. The advantage
of overlapped block-matching (¢¡Y ) with respect to nonoverlapped block-matching is that, at the cost of a slightly
increased computational burden, we achieve a smoother (less
sensitive to noise) MVF.
3.2. Constrained Motion Vectors
In order to allow the receiver to correctly decode the video
sequence, we need to send the two motion vector fields for
each frame. This side information can grow up to constitute
a remarkable share of the total bit-rate. Here we have a
resource allocation problem: we can use our bit budget to
encode the MVFs, but we can also try to have a less accurate
description of them, using the spared bits to better encode
the WT coefficients. This problem calls for an optimal ratedistortion solution, but it seems quite difficult to take into
account MVF encoding and residual encoding at the same
time, as the second term depends on the first one.
So we look for some suboptimal solution. A promising one is what we call Constrained Motion Vectors. We
impose a constrain on MVFs that, on one hand, allows us
to consistently reduce the rate needed for MVF’s encoding,
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Where r"     is a suitable metric, as the
proposed in the previous section. The advantage of constrained
search is that we obtain symmetrical MVF, so we can send
just every second MVF, using the spared bit budget to better
encode wavelet coefficients.
On the other hand, constrained search does not allow us
to get the best motion estimation, except for some specific
motion configuration, as the constant motion (i.e. zero acceleration) case. In order to better understand the trade-off
between accurate MVF description and improved wavelet
coefficient encoding, some experiments were performed.
In the first one we compared the codec performances
when the MVF where estimated with the unconstrained and
with the constrained search. The experiments were carried
out on the sequence “Foreman”, with a block size of 16
pixel and an overlap of four. The results are shown in figure
2. Note that the constrained search method requires about
half the rate for MVF with respect to the unconstrained
method. Anyway, in this figure we did not take into account the rate needed for MVF encoding, as we want just to
understand how much the worse motion estimation affects
motion compensated wavelet transform. The graph shows
that the loss is quite small, as the MSE increase varies from
P^£ to ¤¥£
In order to perform a whole comparison between the two
methods, in figure 3 we considered also the cost of MVFs
encoding (assessed by computing their entropy). Moreover,
the performances of the codec without motion compensation were also added. The graph shows that the proposed
method is the best at low and medium rates and is roughly
equivalent to unconstrained search method at high rates. If
motion compensation is not carried out, performances are
competitive only at very low rates, where it is better to use
the meagre bit budget to encode WT coefficient rather than
the MVFs.
3.3. Proposed Scalable Coding Scheme
3.3.1. Motion Vectors Scalability
Existing Motion Compensated Lifting schemes [15, 19] suffer from their lack of scalability in motion vectors representation. Our method introduces scalability property in
motion vectors by iteratively refining their estimation and
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but, on the other hand, prevents us to achieve the best motion estimation. The imposed constraint is very simple: we
want the backward MVF to be the opposite of the forward
one. Then we search for a displacement vector, which under
this constrain minimizes a quantity depending on both the
forward and the backward error. In this work we chose the
sum of them:
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Constrained: 39.60 kbps
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Fig. 3. Impact of different ME methods on codec performances
therefore allowing a progressive decoding of the coded stream.
We first present our method on a practical example, before
extending it to the general case.
For a given block ¦+¨§¥ , we consider a search window of
size Pª© for our motion vectors estimation, with pixel accuracy. The criteria presented in previous part is applied on
all the positions in the search window defined above, and
error values are stored in a g dimension table 9 Ts« { ¬&X where
9 Ts« { ¬&X   gives the error value for motion vector   .
Let  «{ ¬ ® « { ¬  be the best motion vector given by the lowest error value in the table for the considered block. The aim
of our method is to decompose this vector so that it can be
progressively decoded. We base our decomposition method
on the ¯ Steps Search (3SS) algorithm presented in [20].
The 3SS algorithm uses an iterative process to progressively refine the motion vector. In a first step, it seeks the
best motion vector among nine general vectors which both
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Fig. 4. 3SS Refinement steps
coordinates  « { ¬ °P^ and ® « { ¬ °Pª can independantly take their
value in the set dle±² &± k (see Fig.4a). Once the first approximation is found, the method consists of refining the
vectors by seeking a new estimation around the selected
position, again among nine possibilities, but with a closer
search area. Each coordinate  «{ ¬ ¨g_ and ® « { ¬ 5gl can now
take value in the set dl³g &²g¥k (see Fig.4b). The final step
is then done by refining a last time the motion vector with
a pixel accuracy search area around the selected position.
 «{ ¬ 5¯l and ® « { ¬  ¯( takes their value in the set d(SP_&²#P_k
(see Fig.4c). The total motion vector  «{ ¬ ® « { ¬  is then deduced using the Eq.10.
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This method of decomposition introduces more decomposition paths than the number of possible motion vectors.
In our case, we see there are ¤ distinct decompositions for
´
only P^©  available motion vectors.
This results in a multiple paths possibility for a given vector. For exmple, Fig.5
represents the ± possible decompositions (see Eq.11) for the
motion vector ¨©,+©_ .
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In the first iteration, only one motion vector is allowed
±±( , while in step g , four different decompsitions are possible 5² +g_ , 5g &²( , 5g g_ , 5² ²l , resulting in four distinct

decomposition paths. The third step is determined by the
previous one. To select one decomposition among the different ones available, we choose at each step the path that
gives the lowest criteria error value.
A closer look to the decomposition algorithm shows us
that in the k step, motion vector coordinates are in the
set °R+» ¼ ² e+» ¼  . We can then write Eq.10 into the form of
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d

Fig. 5. Example of the multiple decompositions problem
|
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Eq.12, with 8½(r « { ¬ 5¸  and 8½(r « { ¬ 5¸  in dlSPl&²#Pk .
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For a given decomposition step ¸ , we can construct two
z
bitplanes À z ¨¸  and À | 5¸ filled with the j½¥r « { ¬ ¨¸  and
|
8½(r «{ ¬ 5¸  values of all the blocks  ¦+¨§¥ . Those bitplanes
are then coded using a context-based coder. The context is
estimated using information around the current bit to code
for spatial correlation, and with previous frame information
for temporal correlation.
4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this work, a new approach was presented, to estimate and
encode motion vector fields in video compression.
The new technique of motion estimation, called Constrained Motion Vectors, allows good estimation with respect to the usual unconstrained search and a reduced rate
requirement, ending up with better overall performances.
Variations of this technique are under investigation, in which
the constrained search minimizes the maximum of backward and backward errors, instead of their sum as in (9).
The proposed method of MVF encoding introduces scalability in motion vectors representation. This property can
be exploited in order to improve the scalability of the encoded video stream. In fact, we are currently studying a
new layered bitstream structure, in which, thanks to this
property, we can have, right from the base layer, a rough
description of MVFs, and we can progressively refine this
information in successive layers. This structure allows a
better resource allocation between different layers, as we
are no longer obliged to send motion information all at the

same time, and then we can expect better performances than
schemes that do not have MVF scalability, especially for
first layers.
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